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folders are synced? I want to know if in a
remote server there are new changes in

my local server. There are no clients/clients
involved. Both are syncing via an online
cloud server. A: I'm assuming, from your

use of the word "synching", that you have
a cron-like service that periodically

compares the files on your local machine
with those on the remote machine. If that's
the case, the synch has failed if there are
changes since the last time it ran. So, the

answer is: diff /path/to/remote/folder
/path/to/local/folder | grep > if no changes,

the synch failed Or, diff -Nur
/path/to/remote/folder /path/to/local/folder

If you want to know what files have
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/path/to/remote/folder /path/to/local/folder I
tend to use diff's "-b" flag to create a diff
from the last version of the remote file to

the local file: diff -Nur
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